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Let’s Talk
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Knowledge by itself is of little or no value unless it leads to applications.

Ideally, knowledge should be effectively utilized to enhance productivity.

Therefore, applied knowledge takes precedence. In the contemporary

professional world, certain basic skills significantly amplify one’s subject

knowledge and leads to productivity. These skills are together known as soft

skills. Largely non-technical and generic, soft skills enhance one’s

professional acumen significantly. To put it in simpler terms, soft skills

could be largely classified into communication skills, people skills and time

management. 

SOFT SKILLS – THE BIGGEST BUZZWORD IN DECIDING EMPLOYABILITY

To understand the context of this discussion, let us consider a couple of hypothetical situations. First, let us

analyze the case of a recent engineering graduate whose name is Rahul. Rahul is an excellent programmer.

No wonder that he topped his final examinations. Now, he has been recruited by a major software company,

where he needs to regularly liaise with his American counterparts. Unfortunately, Rahul isn’t a great

communicator and finds it an uphill task to communicate his ideas to his fellow workers. Consequently,

Rahul discovers himself at a distinct professional disadvantage.

Now, let us talk about Muskaan, who has just completed her post-graduation in English literature. Muskaan is

a brilliant orator and an equally good writer. Thus, it came as no surprise when she was hired by a renowned

publishing house as an editor. After joining, Muskaan has been tasked with preparing a comprehensive

editorial strategy to deal with non-fiction titles. However, Muskaan suddenly finds out that her presentation

skills are not up to the mark and hence she is at a disadvantage even though she knows exactly how she needs

to proceed.

Both the situations could have been averted had Rahul and Muskaan been given a nuanced training in soft

skills. Rahul could have communicated his ideas to his American counterparts and Muskaan could have given

a brilliant presentation to her colleagues. These cases underscore a very crucial lacunae in the higher

education system – the failure to impart soft skills training to students.

Professional compulsions also demand two very important humane skills – compassion and empathy. These

skills are part of the bigger domain of interpersonal or people skills. No man is an island. Every profession

demands teamwork. Even if one is brilliant, her/ his brilliance can’t be put on display unless the team excels.

This is exactly where people skills come in handy. The capacity to effectively forge professional ties and

excel at the workplace is another very important aspect of soft skills.
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Thus, it is the need of the hour for all universities to extensively focus on soft skills training. As part of the

package, the universities should introduce a compulsory module on community service. It always needs to be

remembered that a good citizen would always turn out to be a good professional.

Debates, forums, seminars and conferences should be encouraged in universities to instill the right

communication skills among the students. Additionally, such platforms also make the students aware and

vigilant. It is important for a student to be socially, politically, economically and culturally conscious for her/

him to be employable.

Digital efficiency is another aspect of soft skills that is set to become very important in the days to come. In

fact, it wouldn’t be an exaggeration to note that it might become the single most important determinant in

deciding the employability of a prospective professional.

Universities need to actively remember that the age of degree-centric employability is over. Already, Google

and many other companies have dispensed with the practice of going by the academic credentials of a

prospective employee. Given the scenario, universities need to reinvent themselves and come out with a

comprehensive strategy to enhance the professional acumen of the students.

Stay safe, happy and healthy!

Cheers!

Dr. Amrita Chakraborty

Editor

SLS Mirror

*****



PDPU Convocation
 2020



 

21 Nov. 2020: Pandit Deendayal Petroleum University (PDPU) organized the 8th Convocation on the campus

at Gandhinagar Gujarat. The event was graced by the honourable Prime minister of India Shri Narendra Modi

and the honourable Chief Minister of Gujarat Shri Vijay Rupani. The ceremony was also attended by the

Education Minister of Gujarat Shri Bhupendrasinh Chudasama.

The convocation was declared open by Dr. Mukesh Ambani, President of PDPU and the Chairman and

Managing Director of Reliance Industries Ltd. The event took place in phygital mode where the dignitaries

and graduating students attended the event online and the university authorities along with the first rank merit

holders and Ph.D. scholars attended the session in the University auditorium maintaining the social distancing

protocol. Dr. Ambani said that PDPU is ranked among the top 25 in the Atal Ranking of Institutions on

Innovation Achievements. He also said that PDPU has a diverse culture and has 284 international students

from 39 countries.

In this event 2,608 students received their degrees/diplomas and 46 research scholars received their Doctorate

of Philosophy (Ph.D.) degrees. Regarding the varsity’s contribution to fight against Covid-19, Dr. Ambani

said “These facts make me proud of our university. But my heart swelled with greater pride when I learnt that

PDPU also contributed to the nation's fight against COVID-19. Our teachers and students designed several

medical equipment, including an ICU ventilator.”

PANDIT DEENDAYAL PETROLEUM UNIVERSITY ORGANIZED THE 8TH CONVOCATION

Rapporteur: Dr. Amrita Chakraborty
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PDPU 8th Convocation



 

Prime Minister Narendra Modi congratulated the graduating students and expressed his vision on energy

empowerment. Addressing the students, the Prime Minister said "Today, you are entering the industry at a

time when due to the pandemic, major changes are taking place in the energy sector of the world. At this time,

there are many opportunities for the growth of entrepreneurship & employment." The Prime Minister also

inaugurated the '45 MW Production Plant of Monocrystalline Solar Photo Voltaic Panel' along with the 'Centre

of Excellence on Water Technology', 'Innovation and Incubation Centre', 'Sports Complex', ‘Indoor EU

Bilateral Project’ and 'Translational Research Centre' at the university through online mode.

Sri Vijay Rupani congratulated the graduating students and said that it is important for them to develop their

future roadmap and get prepared to face challenges. Shri Rupani further said that his vision is to make Gujarat

an education hub of the country and in order to achieve the dream, the state is developing all required

infrastructure. He said “A few months ago, we have organized Study in Gujarat Programme in order to

encourage foreign students to come to Gujarat and pursue education. I am happy to share with you all that 160

foreign students took admission in PDPU.”

The Director General of PDPU Prof. (Dr.) S. Sundar Manoharan said that starting with 133 students in the first

batch of 2009, the university had phenomenal growth with more than 7,600 students graduating till date. Prof.

Manoharan thanked the Government of Gujarat for continuous support in this transformative journey. He

further said that in order to support the need of the industry, the university curriculum was modified according

to industry 4.0 demands by focusing on experiential learning as per the curriculum of outcome-based

education. The latest programmes launched by the university includes two new B.Tech Programme on

Electronic and Communication Engineering and Automobile Engineering and seven new M.Tech Programme

in the field of engineering and technology.
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Prime Minister of India Shri Narendra Modi graced the occassion Chief Minister of Gujarat Shri Vijay Rupani

Dr. Mukesh Ambani addressing the audience

Merit rank holders and PH.D. scholars in the auditorium

PDPU student receiving certificate of merit

Senior management along with Directors and Deans of Schools of PDPU

Prof. Nigam Dave 

anchoring the program

Prof. S. Sundar Manoharan

 addressing the audience



Activities and Events 

of SLS
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SLS PDPU  | AUDIT COURSE- WARLI ART | 2020-24 

 

Rapporteur: Team Audit 

What is Audit Course?

The School of Liberal Studies (SLS) offers an Audit course especially for its first-year students. The course is a

step towards one of the main objectives of SLS, which is, of enhancing creative thinking of a student and also to

foster the scholarly teaching and learning culture, based on reflective and creative independence. The School of

Liberal Studies also provides a certificate of participation for the related program. Due to the present scenario of

COVID-19 the pandemic has gotten each and every aspirant diverted into a new, technology based learning and

experience. With the utmost discipline and confidence, along with the guidance of the respected faculty

members, the Audit Team and Mentors are running the Audit and NCC sessions on an online portal, maintaining

a cordial and a positive environment with exploration and fun 

What is Warli Art? 

Warli painting is a style of tribal art created by the tribal people from the Northern Sahyadri Range in

Maharashtra, India. The traditional Warli Painting in Maharashtra is one of the finest folk styles of painting.

These rudimentary wall paintings use a set of basic geometric shapes: a circle, a triangle, and a square. These

shapes are symbolic of different elements of nature.. The circle represents the sun and the moon, while the

triangle is derived from mountains and pointed trees. 

The audit course session revolved around teaching the students Warli art, its history, and its execution on the

cloth bag provided to them in the audit kit. Similar to both the audit sessions taken in the past, the beginning was

theoretical, sticking to the facts related to its origin, followed by showing the students a few examples of the

paintings along with a description of what they’re depicting and how we can take inspiration from the same. The

students then decided upon what they wanted to draw, staying close to the art form and were constantly guided

with the correct modus operandi, the do’s and don’ts and an immediate assessment of each of the phases they

passed through while Painting. The way of teaching was pleasant, like always, for the students to enjoy the

session. The support given by the volunteers in carrying out these sessions smoothly is always praiseworthy.

The session ended with everyone learning about an art form they would not pay attention to otherwise, and with

the students learning to channelize their inner creativity. 
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The students were divided into 4 groups and below are the dates of the audit session for respective groups: 

Group 1 –  31st October,2020 

Group 2 – 1st November, 2020

Group 3- 28th November,2020 

Group 4- 29th Novemberer,2020  

Testimonials 

Visha Jain:- I think these audit sessions have been a great way to learn about different art forms and expand my

creativity.  All the volunteers and faculty members have put so much time and effort in organizing everything

for us, to make it easier for us to do these activities while being on a virtual platform. Thank you so much. 

Urja Dave:-  The audit session was about Warli Art.It was very refreshing and fun to create and paint. All our

queries and concerns were very well attended to by the Volunteers and Seema Ma’am.Thanks a lot for this

amazing Session. 

Chaitali Tapkhire:- The session was very informative, and students were able to learn art in a different way.  It

was a really fun weekend. It was a wonderful experience and they enjoyed it. Overall students are very excited

for the upcoming different art learnings and are having fun with the art they did. 

Tvisha Doctor:- I really loved the session. It was really interactive and I really loved the way Ma’am was

handling all of us patiently  and responding to each and every query that we had.  

OVERVIEW OF THE SESSION 

Students were really excited to learn this. As some students announced the completion of their work, volunteers

circulated a link in the chat box of the meeting which was a feedback form for the session conducted that day.

Ma’am patiently waited until every student had managed to submit their feedback and had gotten their allotted

numbers to submit their work. The session then came to a conclusion after everybody was done with their

work.An online platform for learning such intricate art would have been rather difficult and boring, but students,

with the help from Ma’am and the volunteers were able to make the session more interactive and fun instead of

what a regular online class ought to be.
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REPORT

EXPOSURE TO NCC

 

Rapporteur: Team Audit

October 30, November 6 and November 13, 2020:

What is Exposure to NCC?

The School of Liberal Studies (SLS) offers Exposure to NCC course to its students to enhance analytical

thinking, build leadership quality and to foster the scholarly teaching and learning culture, based on creative

independence through various on & off field activities. This course is usually for the first-year students to helps

them mold into a better law-abiding citizen of our country. The School of Liberal Studies shall also provide

certificate of participation.

Due to the present scenario of the pandemic COVID-19, this course has diverted into a new experience of

technology-based learning. With the utmost coordination and guidance of the faculty advisors, the Exposure to

NCC Team and mentors run the NCC session on the online, providing a cordial and positive environment for

learning with exploration and fun.

Health and Hygiene 

The sessions of Health and Hygiene started on an exciting note for the 2020 batch. Though the students are

already aware about the concept of health and hygiene, many didn’t possess proper knowledge. The NCC team

to impart the right and complete knowledge, divided this topic into 3 parts to fully explain this concept as

incomplete information can be dangerous in times of crisis.

Session 1 – October 30, 2020

Group 1 & 2 - 4:05pm-5:00pm

Group 3 & 4 - 5:05pm-6:00pm

As an introduction to the unit, the first session was held on the topic of structure and functioning of the human

body where the human body was explained on a molecular level and the basic functioning units or systems that

enable our body to respire, digest, excrete etc. They also had a fruitful discussion about the various bones that

hold the human body.

Session 2 – November 6, 2020

Group 1 & 2 - 4:05pm-5:00pm

Group 3 & 4 - 5:05pm-6:00pm 

The next session focused on the inner workings of body through the topic of mental and physical health and

provided them with medically approved advice on how to take care of our body through various tips. The

session also talked about what would happen to our body if there was even a slight disturbance in its routine or

function covered in the topic of infectious and contagious diseases. The session ended with informing about

common first aid techniques. 
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Session 3 – November 13, 2020

Group 1 & 2 - 4:05pm-5:00pm

Group 3 & 4 - 5:05pm-6:00pm

Last session of this unit was held by special guest lecture from Dr. K.V. Mazumdar on the topic of treatment of

care, wounds and fractures also covering the basics of home nursing. Later Dr. K.V. Mazumadar was also

available for various queries and doubts the students had about our anatomy, how to keep oneself fit etc.

Overview of the unit

Both the sessions ended with a question - answer round. Due to the current conditions, there couldn't be a live

interaction. The students were extremely intrigued by the unit of health and hygiene as a lot of them were

unaware about many aspects of this topic and were genuinely surprised to know so much. The feedback forms

were another proof that the students had indeed enjoyed the three sessions. Overall, it was a fulfilling experience

for the cadets and a learning one for the students.

Feedback of some of the '20 batch students

Ayushe Nihalani

20BABBA215

Was happy to learn so much about our body.

Pratham Agarwal

20BCO077

All my queries and doubts were answered and got so much knowledge about this topic. 

Mahek Thaker

20BABBA330

This program was very informative, critical, and fun.
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Faculty Achievements



DR. NIGAM DAVE

Dr. Nigam Dave delivered an online book talk on Thomas Friedman's "Thank you for being late" on November

1, 2020 for the Marwadi University.
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Dr. Sitakanta Mishra published an article on “Liberal Arts: Looking Beyond the Disciplinary Discourse”, in

Vigyanpan’s Career Guide 2020, Bhubaneswar, Odisha. He was invited as Evaluator in the Jharokha 'Pen the

Tacts' Blog Writing Competition, PDPU.

He also gave an interview to Azerbaijani media, Zerkalo.az, on Armenia-Azerbaijan conflict on November 20,

2020. 

(https://m.zerkalo.az/sitakanta-mishra-indii-budet-trudno-podderzhat-trebovanie-armenii-o-prave-nagornogo-

karabaha-na-samoopredelenie/?

fbclid=IwAR22qIfS4hnICFiNG6SkrpFeCRFc1_WzX7kQyQEnq1onfxqpffyEAJJtgaI)

He participated in a special debate on “One Nation, One Election” in Argus News (Odiya) on  November 26,

2020.Dr. Mishra co-hosted the PDPU-NSS Dialogue on "Indian Diplomacy: Challenges and Opportunities of

Engagement with the US and China" by Ambassador Vishnu Prakash on November 29, 2020.

DR. SITAKANTA MISHRA
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Dr. Amrita Chakraborty presented a paper titled ‘Effective Medium of Online Classroom Communication

During the Covid-19 Pandemic’ on 4th National Media Conclave 2020 which was organized 21-22, 2020. The

conference a virtual event.

  DR. AMRITA CHAKRABORTY
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Dr. Hiren Solanki completed the Information Sources and Library Services course of Swayam dated November

21, 2020.

DR. HIREN SOLANKI
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Students' Creative Art
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SIMRAN HIRAL MODI

Simran made these drawing in the memory of her beloved father, late Hiral Modi. A note by Simran to her father:

“Your presence makes me feel safe and secure, your absence haunts me. With you by my side I have nothing to

worry about. But without you it’s scary. The world outside is cruel and heartless. I alone, won’t be able to fight

with these horrifying demons outside. Your little girl will end up losing herself in this dark world. I need you to

hold me when I cry, embrace me when am I silent and heartbroken, have pride when I succeed and love me

forever. Because no matter where and how I end, daddy you will always be my superman.”
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